Ways Travel Will
Be Different a Few
Months from Now

Capacity and Inventory

will decline due to company failures

IATA forecasts that global passenger traffic will decrease by almost 40% by 2020
based on COVID-19 spread beyond previous projections. Who knows, subsequent
estimates could place the reduction at 50% of traffic in 2019. IATA expects sales to
fall by more than $250 billion a year. The sales total of last year was around $900
billion, which reflects a loss of almost 30%. As grim as it seems, IATA's forecasts
may be too optimistic.
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IATA Global Trafﬁc and Revenue Scenario for 2020
Airlines Based In:

%Change in RPKs*

2020 vs. 2019

Estimated Reduction of
Passenger Revenue
2020 vs. 2019

Africa

-23%

-$4 billion

Asia Pacific

-27%

-$88 billion

Europe

-46%

-$76 billion

Latin America

-41%

-$15 billion

Middle East

-39%

-$19 billion

North America

-27%

-$50 billion

Industry

-38%

-$252 billion

Source: Deeper Revenue Hit form COVID-19 press release dated 24 March 2020 (IATA)
- RPK designates REvenue Passenger Kilometers (one passenger flying one kilometer)

The potential of the travel industry is expected to diminish. Many planes will remain
parked and older ones will be scrapped. Weaker airlines merge or simply vanish with
others. Some hotels may be closed and repurposed for other needs, or sit empty waiting
for recover of travel. During this time newly designed hotels will open which will increase
the pressure on the inventory of older rooms. The travel industry has benefited from
years of good financial results and substantial investment in capital has been made to
boost reliability, comfort and efficiency. This will stop for a good period of time if
government action does not promote capital investment.

The consumers should respond to the lower prices offered in the postpandemic
economy when travel resumes. The capacity contraction would help to raise yields in
the longer term (beyond one year). Fewer suppliers inevitably contribute to higher prices
during a time of rising demand. This will recover a tiny portion of the losses in 2020 and
allow businesses to invest cash on improving infrastructure, equipment and facilities.

The human toll is going to be significant but we are going to establish a new standard.
Employees in the travel industry will lose work by no fault of their own, and face extreme
financial stress. Physiological wellbeing will suffer from social isolation and from the
economic distress this pandemic brings.
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Closer to home will deﬁne

leisure travel for the near term

"Safer close to home" describes the near-term psychology of leisure travel, most
definitely, which can also refer to business travel patterns. Business travel destinations are for the most part characterized by "need" rather than "want." It's not
incorrect to expect enthusiastically the resumption of travel activity during this time
of crisis and pain. Just the opposite, because this discussion is required to help the
global economy recover.
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History offers little guidance about how the recovery will take place. Comparison
problem is the scale of this pandemic and the harm a recession has done. IATA has
developed a map showing how passenger numbers declined and recovered
during the 2003 outbreak of SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome). World
Health Organization (WHO) announced that, with 774 deaths, 8,096
people worldwide had a confirmed diagnosis of SARS. Let's agree
COVID-19 is a even more devastating occurrence that has caused
an almost complete shutdown of travel industry around the world.

Signs of a turning point in China demostic ait travel
Compared to SARS the initial decline has been much more severe
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Mounths before and after the start of the crisis
*Mounths after COVID-19 outbreak is based on bookings data
Source: IATA Economics using DDS

On 11 March 2020 the WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic. Let's say that this in
the IATA graph reflects day zero. For the SARS epidemic, travel began to recover
three to four months after the crisis started; this is equal to June and July for 2020.
Despite the magnitude of COVID-19, this is unlikely to happen. The lodging industry may be making a concerted effort to encourage August bookings out of a desire
to catch the last remaining portion of the summer season in the Northern Hemisphere. The chart shows very early signs of a recovery of COVID-19 in China which
gives some encouragement. USDOT data shows a long period for recovery with US
travel taking 2 to 3 years to recover from the 9/11 terror attack.
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Within regional geographic areas travel will be easiest. Americans are going to fly
within America, Europeans within Europe, with Asia seeing perhaps the same pattern. For most leisure travelers, international long-haul travel would not be attractive. This is due to the anxiety of being too far from home and to justifiable fears
about the ability to return in case of an accident to one's home country.

The first signs of increased demand can be seen for travel by car, commuter rail and
shorter flights. The highest demand can be seen from hotels, holiday rentals, car
hire, airport transfers and sightseeing events targeting those sectors.
Densely populated urban experiences won't be common, especially
when these require subway transit. Travelers will associate good health
to "rural and natural," and high risk to "crowds and public spaces."
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Health Safety
will become an ever-present factor

We could never touch airline tray tables, hotel TV remote controls and car hire
steering wheels again without hesitation. Personal sanitation protection is now a
priority when using public facilities. Nevertheless, our species' sometimes sloppy
behavior implies that this can vanish over time. Disease security should become a
norm in the same way as terrorism security is integrated into the travel system.
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This is a much-needed advancement for the travel industry, as it has been so long
ignored. Food outlets have of course been checked for decades. But ask any
frequent flyer if they agree that aircraft interior cleanliness is subject to the same
inspection as aircraft engines, and you'll hear a resounding "no." Hotels may seem
to do a better job of that, but a Google search shows plenty of coverage to show
that there is a problem. In fact, you can be shocked to learn how many sheets are
not changed between visitors, and that drinking glasses are simply
cleaned by housekeeping workers with used bath towels. Car
hirecompanies should make cleaning operations more precise and
describe the individual vehicle areas being cleaned. And how?

Delta has made a branded commitment to provide for improved sanitation. "Clean
Delta" is placed as a continuous engagement. This involves "desinfecting
high-touch areas that customers most care about being clean, such as tray tables,
seat-back entertainment screens, arm rests, and seat-back pockets." Operations
crew can postpone flight departures to order a cleaning crew to return to the
aircraft for further cleanup. Low scores would offer consumers lack of sanitation in
the future.
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Consumers will expect low prices

and low prices will stimulate trafﬁc

All should concentrate on frugality before and after the pandemic, with only a few
exceptions. The rich have seen the collapse of their property values and would of
course feel pinched. The pandemic has immediate financial impact for middle- and
lower-income consumers. Business travel should be restricted to fulfill critical
needs. Two factors influence consumer spending. Second, the deterioration of
demand, and suppliers' inability to create traffic, would make low prices the
prevalent
promotional
means.
Secondly,
during
economic
crises
consumers were conditioned to expect low prices. Unfortunately this basically
"doubles" the need to offer significant discounts for suppliers.
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In a post-pandemic environment, pushing hard on a-la-carte fees would be problematic for the reasons outlined above. Expect regulators, reporters and customers
to be alert to any effort by through fees to raise revenues. Market spending is
going to be weak. They must calculate the overall cost of a trip to include the ticket
price, plus all costs, and the hotel rate. It would be a very good time
for innkeepers, having listed hotels, to do away with the hated resort
fees that have been imposed on consumers in the last few years.
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Government Investment
will have strings attached

The airline industry has always lamented its high visibility with regulators and the
news
media.
Covering
new
pricing
strategies,
delaying
flights
during major weather events, and exposure of passenger handling mistakes via
social
media
are
a
frequent
source
of
concern
for
senior
managers,
divisions
of
public
relations,
and
frontline
staff.
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The airline industry will be thankful to be at the forefront in this specific case. The
prior exposure of the shortcomings of the industry has now become the visual
spectacle of vacant check-in counters and ramp areas filled with parked aircraft. It
has put airlines in the position of obtaining significant government funding as early
and clearly established. With each every day, the number of programs providing
outright operating grants, loans, and deferred airport expenses increases. Taken
together, this operation will save the aviation sector from complete ruin.

This will also apply to other travel business sectors which receive support from the
government. In 2020 and 2021, the news of any executive compensation payouts,
including stock options, will be greeted with outrage howls. When airlines
recover, it's thanks to customer interest, hard work by staff,
nimble administrators, and government assistance. Airline management
teams have to carefully balance very needed revenue (and cost
reduction)
measures
against
fairness
criticism
by
the
public.
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Change Fees
will be even more unpopular

This may not be familiar to many in today's airline industry but shift fees and non-refundable fares are fairly new pricing policies. American Airlines launched Ultimate
Supersaver fares back in 1985 with savings of up to 70 percent.
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Southwest Airlines, for example, is one of the world's most profitable carriers, and
has never charged fees for adjustment or cancelations. Southwest has paired this
strategy with a productivity record which is the aviation industry's envy; so it should
be. Southwest will not offer reimbursable fares. A cancelation made
at least 10 minutes before departure (a very modest requirement) is
needed however. The refund shall be provided in the form of travel funds
which expire one year from the date of original purchase of
the ticket. After the pandemic the airline provides extended expiry.

The genie is already out of the bottle for the global airline industry. Airlines around
the world have opened the floodgates of versatility to adapt to the pandemic.
Changes can be made without fees, with cash or travel loan refunds given. Airlines
are not alone, with hotels, holiday rentals, and car hire companies waiving prepaid
and non-changeable booking cancelation fees. This is a positive
improvement for customers at a time of tremendous uncertainty.
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A portion of business travel

will never

Many of us now have the skills to conduct business online from our homes. It's also
true we can't wait to rejoin the physical world of making contact with others in
person. Shelter-in-home constraints allow us to improve interaction with family and
friends through applications like zoom and having a better experience
with a large display. But don't do this as a replacement for leisure
travel. The sight, taste and sound of a holiday destination can
not be replaced by even the largest of screens. Technology is
not a replacement for visiting parents, kids, and friends as "being there."
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Some business travel will be replaced by technology due to people adjusting to
remote meetings. While leisure travel is day of pleasure, a business trip's core value
may literally be a one-hour meeting. Shorter meetings could easily be
replaced by online meetings between a couple of individuals, while sales
calls and factory visits almost always mean travel to the site.
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will be

distracted by other opportunities
Throughout the pandemic Google found itself in the middle of data sharing.
Google offers online user-connecting resources such as Hangouts, Hangouts Meet
and Duo. It is a complex collection of programs and it is hard for the uninitiated to
figure it out. Hangouts Meet is the company-only product, and is a
common option during the pandemic for online education efforts.
Somehow, from this global case, Google amasses enormous knowledge.
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Google is also partnering with public health authorities to use its robust data
collection to monitor people's movement during the pandemic. The information is
provided on a mobile phone, with the permission of the location setting. The business publishes travel pattern information to more than 130 countries.Below is the
listing for Greater London which includes these location categories: 1) grocery &
pharmacy, 2) parks, 3) residential, 4) retail & recreation, 5) transit stations, and 6)
workplaces. In a single glance, public safety administrators can determine if people
are staying home from work. These efforts are a global display of Google’s capabilities and will not be forgotten by potential customers after the pandemic passes.

Retail & Recreation

Grocery & Pharmacy

Parks

-87% compared to baseline

-48% compared to baseline

-59% compared to baseline

+80%

+80%
+40%

+80%
+40%

+40%

Baseline

Baseline

Baseline

-40%

-40%

-40%

-80%
Sun Feb 16

-80%
Sun Feb 16

-80%
Sun Feb 16

Sun Mar 8

Sun Mar 29

Sun Mar 8

Sun Mar 29

Sun Mar 8

Transit Stations

Workplace

Residential

-80% compared to baseline

-62% compared to baseline

+19% compared to baseline

+80%

+80%
+40%

+80%
+40%

+40%

Baseline

Baseline

Baseline

-40%

-40%

-40%

-80%
Sun Feb 16

-80%
Sun Feb 16

-80%
Sun Feb 16

Sun Mar 8

Sun Mar 29

Sun Mar 29

Sun Mar 8

Sun Mar 29

Sun Mar 8

Sun Mar 29

By contrast, the prospects Google has for the travel industry are small. Our industry
is no longer a chance to make fast money. Furthermore, the role of selling travel
requires direct customer support; this has never been Google's area of power. Contrast all of this with the massive funds that will pour in the next 5 years
into the fields of online education and public safety, and you've
got a response. Google isn't inspired to win over the travel market.
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